NEWS
Database for
Sharp MZ-80K
is a versatile
and useful home computer. Not only
does it make a good machinc for
playing games, but there is also a
range of useful software available for
the machinc. One such item is a
database designed to work with the
M Z - 8 0 K cassette unit.
The database is a useful method of
keeping records. In this particular
case, the program allows the user to
consider cach record as a card in an
index file. The program can accommodatc up to 255 cards each of 10
lines.
Records are created containing one
to 25 cards. The search, browse and
print facilities are standard. A
spccial report, say, a mailing list, can
be printed. The data resides in the
memory and is transferred to cassette for storage.
The possible uses for the database
arc legion — that is, there are many
items which could be filed on such a
system. For further details contact
Jon Day of Newbcar Computing
Store Ltd, 40 Bartholomew Street,
Newbury, Berkshire, Telephone:
0635 30505.
T H E SHARP M Z - 8 0 K

Latest computer chess games
E L E C T R O N I C chess-playing games
are becoming increasingly popular
these days. That is hardly surprising
— it is the marriage of one of the
oldest and most respectcd games to
the newest technology which appeals
to so many. Others just like to have
an opponent who is available 24
hours a day.
Vulcan Electronics is a leading
company in the marketing of chessplaving machines and has recently
introduced three more machines into
a range which now totals six. The
machines arc among the most
advanced ever seen in the U.K. and
arc of British design. Manufactured
by SciSys, the machines bear the
emblem of F1DR, the world chess
federation, showing that they are
endorsed by that organisation.
The three new machines cover the
spectrum from the hand-held Executive Chess up to the sophisticated
Chess Champion Mark V. The
machinc most likely to be filling the
stockings of businessmen this
Christmas is the Executive Chess.
Incorporating the state-of-the-art
microprocessor technology, the
machine features a LCD chessboard
display.

Hand-held NewBrain
sold to Grundy
SPENDING more than two
years trying to make the hand-held
NewBrain computer work, Newbury
Laboratories has sold it to Grundy
Business Systems. The NewBrain
was originally conceived by Clivc
Sinclair's company Sinclair Radionics and was passed to Newbury
Laboratories during his involvement
with the National Enterprise Board.
The sale was negotiated by the
new British Technology Group —
formed by the recent merger of the
National Enterprise Board and the
National Research and Development
Corporation. The British Technology Group, which now owns Newbury Laboratories, is to invest
£235,000 in Grundy Business
Systems in return for a 30 percent
shareholding.
When the plans for the NewBrain
were first announced, it sounded
both novel and competitive but the
endless delays in its development
mean that it has now lagged behind a
new generation of personal computers. It is now almost certain that
the NewBrain will never repay its
development costs.
Criticism of the Government's
involvement in new technology
products and companies has been
steadily mounting in recent months.
There is a growing suspicion that
the Whitehall involvement in any
product is a guarantee not only of
failure but also of a good deal of
AFTER
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Vulcan's Chess Champion Mark V - £249 projected retail price.

Electronic chcss pieces move
across the display by a cursor control
system as if the pieces were real
pieces on a real chessboard. There
are eight levels of play from
beginner to expert and the machine
can be operated cither from batteries
or from the mains. It even plays
against itself. Vulcan's Executive
Chess costs £89.95 including VAT.
The other two chess machines arc

Utility ROM for Atom

A U T I L I T Y ROM has just been
released for the Acorn Atom. This
adds new commands to the Atom,
irretrievably-wasted public money.
some of which can be used within
Tory MP Michael Grylls has been
Basic programs. The ROM plugs
trying to find out how much money- | straight into the spare slot on the
has been spent by the Government
Atom; no hardware changes are
on surveys of the market. Grylls
required. The commands are availsuspects that effort and money have
able for use as soon as the machine is
been wasted in four overlapping
switched on and it will work with an
studies, but so far he has received
unexpanded Atom,
only evasive replies to his questionThe 17 commands allow Atom
ing of the Department of Industry.
users to re-numbcr programs, delete

Acornsoft launches
plug-in WP pack
ACORNSOFT
— the software
company dealing in programs for the
Acorn Atom, seems to be very busy
these da vs. The range of software
developed by Acornsoft and that
written by outsiders and approved is
ever increasing.

Of the software to date the most
important must be the Acornsoft
Wordpack. The Wordpack is
supplied in the form of a ROM,
which is inserted into the spare
socket on the Atom board. The pack
provides a number of facilities which
convert the humble Atom into a text
editor or simple word processor. By
connecting the Acorn GP-80 printer,
a unsophisticated but effective word
processor can be vours for around
£300.
The price tag of the Atom word

further upmarket and arc very
sophisticated. Chess Champion
Mark V is claimed to be the "Rolls
Rovce of chess machines", and
retails for £249. The Super System
IV reiaits at £119. and has add-ons
available: it is likely to appeal to a
wide audience.
Vulcan Electronics is located at 45
South Street, Bishop's Stortford,
Hertfordshire

processor is enough to tell you that it
has a limited application but, nevertheless, none of the Atom's features
arc lost by the addition of this ROM.
The package is ideal for the preparation of leaflets, letters, booklets and
documents. Text may be saved on
cassctte and printed in a number of
formats. The Wordpack is complete
with a manual giving full
instructions.
The Wordpack costs around £30
and is available from Acornsoft.
Other Acornsoft software packages
for the Atom computer include
games, mathematics and simple business software. A database program,
Atom Forth Mathspacks 2 and 3,
Pceko-processor and Games Pack 8
all cost £ J1.50. Acornsoft, 4a Market
Hill, Cambridge. Telephone:
316039.

a range of statements, do a string
search, line-number automatically,
keyboard scan, zero all Basic variables., print all non-zero Basic variables, remove Rems and spaces from
programs, give a short sound on cach
keystroke, print size of program,
and a full-feature disassembler.
The utility ROM is supplied with
a full instruction manual for an all
inclusive price of £35. For further
details, Willow Software, PO Box 6,
Crediton, Devon FX 17 1DL.

Interface
produced for
ZX-80/81
Boi TON Electronics has produced an
interface unit for the Sinclair ZX-80
and 81 computers. It consists of a
prinied-circuit board which plugs on
to the rear of the computer and provides eight TTL output lines and
eight TTL input lines.
The state of the output lines can
be set by a simple Poke command
and the input lines are read by
Pecks. The addition of suitable
drivers, e.g., relays, allows the
control of systems from model railways to central heating to disco
lights.
The unit is priced at £15.90 plus
£1.00 postage and packing. Bolton
Electronics, -14 Newland Drive,
Bolton, Lancashire. Telephone:
Bolton 64772.

r

J-Checkers — game of strategy

SINCE THE interpreted Basic found on
virtually all microcomputers runs very slowly
because of the time taken interpreting each
statement, it is very unusual to find a game of
strategy written in this language.
Compiled languages — including the rare
compiled Basic — run about 100 times faster,
while machine language, the choice for
commercial games programs, is faster still.
It is customary for most programs to estimate
the value of moving a piece by assessing the
position which then arises. For Checkers, this
would mean an assessment for each possible
move of all 64 squares of the board by two
For-Next loops. This is prohibitively slow in
interpreted Basic.
An alternative approach is used in Checkers,
a 3.5K checkers program described in that
famous and inspirational book 101 Basic
computer games by Creative Computing. I gratefully acknowledge the permission of Creative
Computing's David Ahl to reproduce and
adapt the original Checkers for this article.
Checkers evaluates the merit of each move,
instead of the position arising after the move.
The evaluation table used for this is shown in
table 1.
The major problem with this approach
is the program's poor strategic vision. A piece
threatened with capture will not be moved
unless the move itself achieves something —
other than saving the piece. The evaluation
function can be built to recognise such threats
to a limited extent, but the best protection is a
look-ahead facility which evaluates the
opponent's moves. Then the program can see
thai a capture by the opponent can be averted
only by moving the threatened piece.
I do not have the space to consider the
theoretical background behind look-ahead
facilities. The interested reader is referred to
24
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David Levy's Chess and Computers published
by Batsford. However, it is not easy to implement recursive programming in Basic — a subroutine calling itself — and this leads to an
unavoidable amount of duplication of program
statements at each level of search in
J-Checkers.
J-Checkers was written for a Sharp MZ-80K
computer. I have used standard Microsoft
Basic, but could not resist using the programmable music generator to give an audible
prompt — these are the lines or subroutines
with Tempo and Music statements. The use
of a real-time clock is essential for the feature
called iterative deepening.
Sharp owners will require a Toolkit or
Expanded Basic for the string inequalities,
e.g.,
A$<>"Y"

in some lines, and for the logical operators
And and Or. I also used Newbear's Basic
Extensions.
Print " C " is a clear-screen
command.
j-Checkers occupies 9K. as written, or 8.3K
without the instructions. Removal of ail
program spaces and Rem statements should
reduce memory requirements to less than 8K.
You will be invited to select a search method
from simple one-move look-ahead — one-ply
— iterative deepening from one-ply or, at twoply search, between pruned search, minimax
or alpha-beta search.
Here is a list of the features of computerised
games of strategy simulated in J-Checkers:
E v a l u a t i o n f u n c t i o n : T h e evaluation
function for J-Checkers is held in its own subroutine, and is summarised in table 2; compare

)

it to table 1. A score is assigned to each
projected move: by convention, a positive
score is taken as good for the program and a
negative score as bad.
I make no claim to be a good checkers
player. Table 2 represents my idea of how to
play — many readers will undoubtedly wish to
change the values.
E v a l u a t i o n of c a p t u r e s : Most programs
evaluate captures until no more can be made.
J-Checkers evaluates all captures to a depth of
three-ply only. This is included solely for
illustration and is a waste of time for
J-Checkers. Note that double jumps are only
seen by the program as a particularly favourable single jump, and it may assume that the
opponent's best reply is to use the second,
capiured, piece to retake the machine's. It
would take a great deal of extra programming
to avoid this.
M i n i - m a x search: It is obvious that a
program's moves can be influenced by the
opponent's reply. J-Checkers contains two
levels of calculation — two-ply: machine
move-man move — with a third level for
evaluation of captures only. At the second
level, all of the opponent's replies are
evaluated for each of the machine's moves.
This is a slow business. The best opponent
move is deducted from the machine's move to
give the score for that move; obviously, the
lower the opponent's score, the better for the
program.
T h e best backed-up score is stored in
location R(O) together with the moves which

led to it. This avoids the necessity of storing
all the moves. Finally, when all the moves
have been considered, the best move is displayed together with the best response it
considers you have at your disposal.
T h i s method of minimising the best
opponent's move to maximise the program's
score is the famous Mini-max search.
A l p h a - b e t a s e a r c h : It is not necessary to
search all of the opponent's replies to see if a
machine move is viable. If any opponent move
makes the machine move worse than the one
already stored as best, the machine need not
consider any further opponent moves in
response to that one machine move. This is
the principle underlying the modern Alphabeta search, which gives identical results to
Mini-max search but in a shorter time since
fewer moves are considered.
If you want to check this, be sure to remove
the randomising lines 730 and 1760 first.
Similar considerations would apply at higher
levels — the machine does not need to consider
any further responses to opponent moves after
finding one which is worse for the opponent.
T o be really fast, the first moves generated
would normally be sorted into order before
applying the alpha-beta search, but this lakes
so much time in Basic as to be counter-productive for J-Checkers. The opponent's best
response is not printed, unlike the Mini-max
search, since only a good response has been
found — not the best one.
I t e r a t i v e d e e p e n i n g : A very modern way of
assessing moves is that of iterative deepening.
A time is prc-set — for J-Checkers, use 20-150
seconds — and the machine evaluates its best
.06
110
120
130
140
150

move at the first, one-ply level. These moves
are sorted and subjected to alpha-beta search
until there is no more time: then the best move
so far discovered is displayed.
Move-sorting wastes too much lime for
J-Checkers, but the best move at level one is
examined lirst at level two if iterative deepening has been selected. As is customary with
this type of search, the move being considered
by the machine is constantly displayed.
Iterative deepening is only available for
microcomputers with a real-time clock. Otherwise, this function will operate as a slightly
slow alpha-beta, two-ply search.
P r u n e d s e a r c h : Another popular way of
searching moves in depth, without spending
an excessive period of time, is by cutting all
moves which fail to meet a pre-deiermined
criterion. J-Checkers can be selected to prune
all first-level moves which do not achieve a
positive score.
This accelerates execution tremendously —
sec table 3 — and can give results similar to
those derived by other means of searching —
provided that the evaluation function is a good
one. T h e great playing strength of the older
C h e s s C h a l l e n g e r models, w h i c h used
pruning, provides an excellent example.
M a t e r i a l e v a l u a t i o n : T h e screen display of
J-Checkers provides the opportunity to count
the number of pieces on each side — one for a
man, three for a king. This serves to tell
whether one side has won — the piece count is
zero for opponent — and can also be used as in
lines 1100 and 1110 to measure which side is
ahead and to provide a parameter P3 which
encourages exchange of material if the
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Table 1
Evaluation function used by
original Checkers
Projected move

Score

Capture of opponent
Advance of man to eight rank —
promotion to king
Move to side of board
Back-up own piece from behind
Do not approach enemy piece
Do not move off first rank

+5
+2
+1
+1
-2
- 2

Table 2
Evaluation function used by J-Checkers
Projected move
Capture of opponent
Ability to make a second capture
after first
Advance man to eighth rank
promotion to king
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program is ahead, or discourages exchanges if
the program is losing. T h e use of P3 can be
found in the third search level, in line 1970.
This is a commonly-used algorithm found in
many games programs.
End-game: For a variety of reasons, the endgame play of most computer programs —
especially chess — is weaker than in the midgame. T h e best chess programs use extra
evaluation functions when a pre-determined
level has been reached. Using the material
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Advance man to seventh rank
Advance man to sixth rank
Move man to side of board
Move king to side of board or first
or eighth rank
Do not move man to eighth edge
of board if it is moving to eighth
rank
Do not approach enemy piece
from front
Do not approach enemy king from
rear
Back-up own piece from behind
Do not move man from first rank
Attack enemy men from rear with
king
Move piece attacked from rear by
enemy king
Move king rather than man
Occupy centre squares with king
Bridge two enemy pieces with king
Whether to exchange pieces —
see text
Maintain opposition
Do not move from square 3,5 — if
enemy move — or from 6,4 — if
program move

+ .3
+ .2
+1

Table 3
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Level Search

-1.2

-3

Continued from previous
page
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Mini-max
Alpha-beta
Pruned
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Deepening
45 seconds
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Facsimile of screen detail in mid-game.
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Knd-gamc: Additional functions called in
the end-game
Advance man with unopposed
path to eighth rank
If program is winning:
Attack enemy pieces on side or
edge of board with king
If program is losing:
Keep king in double corner
Move king towards double corner
Keep king olf side or edge of board

Average time spent on a m o v e

-3

+2
+ .2
+ .25
+3

(connnued from previous page)

From 6, 6 to 7, 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 X
t 8
8 . X
7 0
7
6
0
0 6
5
X
5
4
X 4
m
3
X
3
2
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

,

End-game
From?

Move number 19
My time = 4.06
Your time = 8.14

evaluation outlined, this feature has been
mimicked in J-Checkers with an end-game
subroutine — the program announces that it
has entered its end-game.
Book o p e n i n g s : Book openings can be
essential if the program is to avoid opening
traps. J-Checkers includes just one at line 4801
to prevent the disastrous opening line:
2,6 1,5; 3,3-4.4; 1,7 2.6: 4,6-5,5; 4,6x6.4;
7,3x5,5; 6,6x4,4; 5,3x3,5x1,7
when white is a piece up.
R a n d o m m o v e s : T o prevent the machine
always playing the same responses to its
opponent, J-Checkers includes two randomising lines, 730 and 1760, which randomly
select between moves of equal merit.
S c r e e n d i s p l a y : Far too many commercial
programs provide beautiful and incomprehensible graphics for their game of strategy.
J-Checkers uses the barest possible display to
save memory. T h e number of moves arc displayed as are the times elapsed for each player
— the elapsed times are given in minutes
and hundredths,
Input of m o v e s : Several error-trapping
routines have been written for J-Checkers, but
the computer will not force you to make a
capture — although it will force itself to do so.
In summary, J-Checkers, which uses a
superior evaluation function and move searching, plays a much stronger game than the
original Checkers, at the cost of 2.5 times the
memory requirement and between two and 22
times the original response period. It is, of
course, unlikely to play as well as any
machine-code program.
^
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